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biography
Mary Tocco competed in a national pageant and was crowned 

"America's Outstanding Mom 2013"
 July 28th in Lake George, New York

Platform:  HEART  FOR  AUTISM

Before Mary became a mother in 1980, she began investigating 
vaccines and immunity.  She and her ex-husband, Dr. Sam Tocco, 
decided that natural immunity was the only way to ensure health.  
They did not vaccinate their five children and raised them with a 
natural approach.  During the 1980s, Mary observed that chronic 
illness was increasingly becoming common among children.  Based 
on her research she suspected that vaccines played a major role in 
their declining health.  She intensified her research and in 1994, as 
the Director of Vaccine Research and Education for Michigan 
Opposing Mandatory Vaccines, she testified before the Michigan 
Health Policy Committee opposing  a bill that would remove the 
philosophical vaccine exemption in her state.  The bill was defeated 
and Mary began an intensive national educational program.  Mary 
feels that parents need full disclosure about vaccine ingredients, 
known risks, and healthy alternatives in order to make responsible 
decisions.  Ultimately, parents must always have the right to make 
vaccine choices for their family.

In 2005, Mary launched her website, www.Childhoodshots.com 
and was soon recognized as a "vaccine expert".  She has been the 
keynote speaker at countless conferences and has even hosted 
seminars herself.  Over the years Mary has also been a radio guest 
on stations crossing the country, discussing the vaccine 
controversy.  In 2006, Mary produced an educational DVD, “Are 
Vaccines Safe?”, that has been viewed by over 250,000 people 
world-wide and is considered the #1 educational vaccine DVD.

Mary has compiled extensive research documenting the explosion 
of pediatric chronic illnesses including autism and the correlation 
with the ever- expanding vaccine schedule.  Almost twenty years of 
investigation has led her to be convinced that autism is a man-made 
health crisis, which now affecting 1 in 38 boys, 1 in 50 children 
nation-wide.  Many refer to Mary as the “Erin Brokovich” of the 
vaccine industry because she is working tirelessly to hold those 
accountable who have been profiting from vaccine revenues at the 
health expense of children.
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America’s Outstanding Mom
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Mary Tocco has been passionately encouraging mothers for most of her adult 
life and believes that being a mother is one of the most important responsibilities 
of womanhood.  Having raised five children herself and and having five grand 
children now, she understands the challenges facing modern-day moms.  In 
January 2013, Mary eldest daughter nominated her to be a contestant in the 
'America’s Outstanding Mom' pageant and Mary won the Michigan title.  
She then traveled to New York to compete in the pageant as a finalist and was 
honored to win the pageant title in July 2013.
 
Mary is very concerned about the health of American children and the 
catastrophic rise of autism spectrum disorders, which now affects 1 in 38 boys 
and 2% of children overall.  She has been involved in autism research for the last 
fifteen years and for this reason, her platform for the 'America’s Outstanding 
Mom Pageant 2013' is Heart For Autism, a 501C-3 nonprofit organization.  
Mary is concerned about the way that autism affects the entire family unit.  
According to the National Autism Association, families affected by autism face 
astronomical emotional and financial stress, creating hardship unlike anything 
our country has ever witnessed before.  Sadly, the divorce rate is estimated to 
be near 80% for these families.  Thousands of single parents are raising children 
with immense needs for health care and therapy which is often not covered by 
insurance.  In addition, these parents may also become emotionally bankrupt 
from the daily stress and lack of support.  As the numbers of children with this 
developmental disability continue to skyrocket, Mary considers this a leading 
health crisis in the United States. Mary is delighted and honored to use her rein 
as "America's Outstanding Mom 2013" to increase autism awareness and 
to help create the financial support for families in need across the country.  To 
learn more about Mary's charity of choice, and to donate please visit 
www.HeartForAutism.com. 

Mary's incredible mission to change the world of autism is made possible in part 
by an amazing company who shares her passion for natural health and 
wellness, AVENA Originals.  Over the years Mary has been careful to give her 
public endorsement to very few companies, and only those who represent her 
dedication to the highest levels of quality and purity.  AVENA’s line of 
health-supporting products are guaranteed to be pure and are made with 
superior ingredients.  With these products, people can regain and support their 
health from the inside out!  AVENA’s motto is : Eliminate Toxins, Empower 
Healing and Enhance Nutrition.  As Mary fulfills her duties as 2013's 
"America's Outstanding mom", a portion of every AVENA sale will be 
donated to Heart For Autism.  



previous speakingengagements
The Academy of Missouri Chiropractors

 Branson, Missouri

Denver Colorado Autism Summit
 Denver, Colorado

American Autism Society
Oakland County, Michigan

School of Naturopathic and Chiropractic
Quebec, Canada

The 2011 Physician’s Round Table: Lyme, Morgellons and Autism
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Palmer Chiropractic College
Davenport, Iowa

Avena Originals Revitalize Conference
Red Deer, Alberta, Canada

Life Source Chiropractic Conference 
Lincoln, Nebraska
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Michigan Chiropractic Pediatric Association
Troy, Michigan

Freedom Health Expo
Chicago, Illinois

  
Maximized Living Conference

Orlando, Florida

American Medical Autism Conference, 2009 
Novi, Michigan

Northern Nutrition Amish Conference
Shipshewanna, Indiana 

Natural Health Expo
Winnipeg, Manatoba, Canada 

American Medical Autism Conference, 2010
Novi, Michigan

Organic Kids Festival
Springfield, Missouri

International Vaccine Risk Symposium
Charleston, South Carolina

4D Conference: Disease, Disorders, Dysfunction and Disabilities
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin

Vaccine Safety and Risk Symposium
Marietta, Georgia



radioappearances
Living Wealthy Radio

host Teresa Kuhn

Radio Liberty
host Dr. Stanley Monteith

The National Intel Report, Republic Broadcasting Network-
host  John Stadtmiller 

The Bob Dutko Show WMUZ Detroit Christian Radio
host Bob Dutko

BlogTalk Radio In Short Order
host  Sue Vogan

Holy Hormones Journal
host Leslie Botha

Legal Talk Network
host LeAnn Reeb 

Natural Solutions Radio
host Jonathan Landsman

Deanna Spingola Show, 
Republic Broadcasting Network

host Deanna Spingola

Greg Marshal Show, 
WMKT 1270 AM 

host Greg Marshal

Liberty Works Radio-
Free Enterprise Society

host Steve Hempling
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Just In Time Radio
host Sally Olkordy

Robert Scott Bell Show, Natural News Radio
host Robert Scott Bell

Extreme Health Radio, Natural News Radio
host Justin 

Linderman Unleashed- Natural News radio
host Curt Linderman

Home Grown Health Radio
host Joni Abbott Cox

The Corporation Nation
host Clint Richardson

His Radio
host Susan Raimes

EarthOne Radio
host Dr. Chad

1 Radio Network
host Patrick Timpone

Government America Radio
host Darren Weeks

Generation gap Radio
host Eric Neduchin

The Norm Jones Show, WTCM Michigan Talk
 host Norm Jones



testimonials
"Mary Tocco delivers one of the most compelling presentations on 
the dangers of vaccines. Mary tells her story beginning with her decision 
to resist vaccinating her children through to the process of research and 
discovery supporting her decision. Mary's 30 years of vaccine research and 
activism has resulted into a 2-hour, 24-minute presentation that combines 
history, experience, logic, science and corporate-neutral compassion into a 
lesson that parents and professionals alike can understand. Plus, Mary is so 
lovely and her voice so pleasingly strong that it is effortless and enjoyable to 
follow her reasoning into adopting an informed opinion regarding the safety 
and efficacy of vaccines." 

Ingri Cassel
Vaccine Liberation

Mary's experience and deep knowledge of the vaccination subject is hard to 
find.  She has the ability to discuss this controversial topic with people grace-
fully while still getting the point across. She talks with people from her heart 
and at their level while bringing them up the ladder of understanding.  We 
were fortunate to have her speak at our event and thankful for the 
impact this had on our community.

Dr. Nathan Conroy
The Chiropractic People

Our Fellowship hosted Mary Tocco's live presentation on "Vaccine Risks, 
Rights and Responsibility” in May of 2013. We were quite please by the turn 
out and response to Mary's information! Being in a rural location (Howe, IN.) 
we weren't sure how far folks would travel. Some people drove several hours 
to hear her speak from a nearby state.  The question / answer time, the 
numerous comments and interest in the materials Mary presented were all 
very positive.  We would not hesitate to have her back in the future! Mary's 
presentation was VERY informative and information that people need to 
hear! Very well laid out and well supported by documentation, references 
and other professionals in the field of medicine. I would highly recommend 
Mary Tocco to speak at your event!

“I attended a lecture by Mary Tocco for the first time last fall. So much 
information was provided by Mary that it was unreal. As an independent 
researcher myself of over 20 years, I still learned many new things.  I 
would highly recommend Mary's lectures for anyone who is looking for 
information about vaccines. Whether you are a newbie to the arena or a 
veteran, there is something for everyone.”

Pastor Ron Hyre
Messiah Fellowship

Our local chapter of the “Weston A Price Foundation”, Nourishing the 
Lakeshore of West Michigan, hosted an event this summer (2013) with Mary 
Tocco as our key note speaker.  We were able to draw over 200 attendees 
from as far as 3 hours away and we received rave reviews after the event.  
Mary's talk was so informative, engaging and truly eye-opening for the 
parents and medical professionals who made up the majority of the 
audience.  Many said it was life- changing as they expressed their gratitude 
for the education they gained from Mary's presentation.  I highly recom-
mend Mary Tocco as a speaker on this crucial issue of vaccines and 
natural child healthcare.

Lisa Middlecamp-Lowder 
Spring Lake, MI

Lauri Harvey Boone
Iowa

"I encourage every parent to carefully examine this information so that 
they may protect their children. I wish I had this information years ago."

Phillip DeMio MD, DAN! Physician
President of the American Medical Autism Board

“I highly recommend Mary Tocco as a speaker. I attended a class in MO and 
thought Mary was very well educated and an excellent speaker. Very 
informative and life changing!”

Amy Miller-Hoffman
Kansas

“Took my daughter to see you in Rochester, MI last winter. Excellent presen-
tation, thorough research and entertaining. Highly recommend!”

Diane Cee
Rochester, MI
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community involvement
Being part of the solution has always been Mary Tocco’s mission.  For the last 20 years Mary has been an 
activist, spreading her message as a guest on dozens of radio programs yearly, and traveling the USA and 
Canada educating parents and doctors at public lectures and conferences. Since 2009 Mary has also hosted 
her own radio show, Healing Our World, which has aired over 250 programs. She keeps her listening 
audience intrigued and educated as she interviews physicians, researchers, scientists and authors who all 
share a similar goal:  to bring natural, cutting-edge health solutions to America.  Mary's listeners benefit from 
knowledge shared by some of the leading natural physicians who are successfully healing acute and chronic 
illnesses with non-invasive methods. 

Mary has dedicated many years as a volunteer working on community projects and is a member of several 
boards:

Michigan Opposing Mandatory Vaccines (MOM), Director of Research and Education: Mary holds the 
foundational belief that all Americans deserve freedom in health care.  Parents should always have the right to 
voluntarily accept or reject medical procedures for themselves and for their children.  For this reason Mary’s first 
act of public service was to testify on behalf of Michigan parents to help defeat a bill which would have 
eliminated the philosophical exemption in Michigan. Mary's years of dedicated research and her courage to 
stand up for Michigan parents lead to her appointment as the Director of Vaccine Research and Education for 
MOM. For more information visit www.momvaccines.org.  

American Chiropractic Autism Board (ACAB), Adviser:  The ACAB is comprised of a diverse group of 
physicians, experts and advisers who represent the many different facets of autism recovery.   They commit to 
staying abreast of all the latest, innovative treatment methods for those suffering with autism and related 
illnesses. This board was influential in creating the curriculum for the Hope for Autism Conferences the 
BioNutritional Care training program for doctors.

Hope For Autism, Co-founder: Autism was first described in the 1930’s but for decades was very rare and 
misunderstood. Doctors once considered autism a mental illness.  Almost overnight, autism has become an 
epidemic. Hope For Autism was created to fulfill three great needs for the autism community:  Prevention, 
Education and Recovery.  Mary and her daughter, Dr. Renee Hunter, have successfully held numerous physician 
and parent training conferences.  Mary has personally spent thousands of hours supporting, coaching and 
directing parents who have children affected by autism.  For more information visit www.HopeForAutism.us 

Heart For Autism, Vice President: One of the largest challenges facing parents of a child with autism is the 
financial pressure.  Often children with autism require intensive healthcare and therapies, much of which is not 
covered by insurance.  Heart For Autism is a 501c3 charitable organization dedicated to raising funds for 
children so they can have the best chance for the highest quality of life.  Mary is on a mission to make this 
non-profit a success that will change lives across the country.  For more information, visit  
www.HeartForAutism.com  

World Association of Vaccine Education (WAVE), Board Member: Mary believes that parents need to 
make fully informed vaccine decisions based on full disclosure. She is a contributor and board member of 
WAVE.  We live in the age of information and WAVE is a fully referenced research website for people seeking 
detailed information about vaccines.  www.NoVaccine.com 

Mary Tocco is the winner of the award,
"America's Outstanding Mom 2013"

Crowned on July 28th in Lake George, New York
Platform:  HEART  FOR  AUTISM
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speaking topics
(1 of 3)
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Mary's evidence-based, jaw-dropping presentation will captivate 
and educate the audience to eliminate the confusion surrounding 
the vaccine choice. This talk covers foundational vaccine issues as 
well as the latest, cutting-edge vaccine research.     Mary discusses:

• The difference between natural immunity and vaccine-induced 
   immune suppression 
• The autism crisis 
• The connection between vaccines and cancer 
• Vaccine production and toxic ingredients 
• Vaccine ineffectiveness and outbreaks of illnesses 
• The explosion of pediatric chronic illness and the scientific ties to 
   vaccination
• Specific vaccines: Gardasil, Influenza, Rotavirus, Hepatitis B, DPT, 
   MMR and more
 • How parents and healthcare workers can protect their rights

This 3-4 hour, powerful presentation is packed with vital information that all 
people need. Her talk is fully referenced with the latest scientific research 
validating the concerns with vaccinations. This presentation is appropriate 
for parents, doctors, teachers, pastors, healthcare workers and other 
concerned citizens.

Vaccine Risks,
Responsibility and Rights

The information contained within this presentation, MaryTocco.com and the lectures represented are for educational and informational purposes only, and is not 
intended to be a substitute for medical care and advice. Licensed health practitioners are available for this purpose. The information/products are not intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.



speaking topics
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This 3-4 hour, information-packed presentation is the culmination of over 30 
years of Mary's research on the ways to raise children healthy.  The latest 
government study found that 54.1% of American children suffer with a 
chronic illness, developmental delay or obesity.  Without understanding the 
factors that pose a threat to childhood health and development, it is 
impossible to protect our families.   This knowledge is crucial for parents 
who want to be sure to protect the health of their children.  This presentation 
examines all of the leading environmental risk factors now affecting this 
generation of children. Mary will cover:

• Mistakes to avoid prior to conception and during pregnancy 
• What parents need to know about genetic sensitivities 
• How to avoid the consequences of traumatic birth
• The role of chiropractic and pediatric health 
• How to choose the best birth options 
• Is breastfeeding worth the hassle?
• How parent's feeding decisions determine the course of their child's 
   health and how to introduce food into your child's diet
• Toxins to avoid in our food, air, water, and home
• The role of chemicals in the decline of health 
• The role of natural immune development and normal childhood illnesses 
• How to avoid the common autoimmune and neurological problems that 
   have become common in American children
• What you need to know about medicating your child:   antibiotics, 
   over-the-counter medicine and psychotropic drugs 
• And much more!

All slides are fully-referenced.

Raising Children Nature's Way

(2 of 3)

The information contained within this presentation, MaryTocco.com and the lectures represented 
are for educational and informational purposes only, and is not intended to be a substitute for 
medical care and advice. Licensed health practitioners are available for this purpose. The 
information/products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.



speaking topics
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Influenza vaccines are now recommended for every infant, 
adolescent and adult in the country. Healthcare workers are being 
ordered to take the vaccine or get fired from their job! Pregnant 
mothers are given the vaccine with no warning that the shot 
contains Thimerosal, a form of mercury now found in all American 
influenza vaccines. Is this safe? What are the possible 
consequences? This presentation covers:

• The “swine flu pandemic” that never happened! 
• Influenza politics and world-wide deception 
• Influenza vaccine production and the connection to allergies 
• Toxic chemicals including Thimerosal: what is a trace? 
• What doctors and nurses are reporting from the medical field 
• What you can do now in your community to get involved 
• Getting an exemption: what are your rights and how to face the 
   challenges ahead

This is a 1 ½ hour, fully referenced presentation highlights the 
pharmaceutical push to get all Americans in line for the Influenza and many 
other vaccines being hastily tested and approved. The audience will be 
astounded to learn the truth about the flu and actual death-rates from years 
past.  We need to stop the deception and take our rights back. The time is 
now to stand firm and make informed vaccine decisions.

Influenza Vaccine Reality

(3 of 3)

The information contained within this presentation, MaryTocco.com and the lectures represented are for educational and informational purposes only, and is not 
intended to be a substitute for medical care and advice. Licensed health practitioners are available for this purpose. The information/products are not intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.



booking information
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It has been said that "the truth hurts"... but what devastates 
America is that the truth about health and the most 
important medical decisions is often surrounded by 
confusion and is very hard to find.  It is indeed, the lack of 
truth that hurts America the most.  Bring Mary to your 
community and empower your audience as she shares her 
ultimate message that the Truth Heals!

Mary is a international speaker and leading expert on the topic 
of vaccines and raising children naturally. Her presentations are 
based on medical and scientific documentation and are fully 
referenced. Mary's 30+ years of research are packed into 
high-energy presentations that will challenge traditional medical 
theory and educate people so they can make the most informed 
health and vaccine decisions. 

Mary Tocco is honored to have won the pageant title 
"America's Outstanding Mom 2013" and proud to represent 
mothers across the nation.  Mary's platform is Heart For 
Autism and she is committed to bringing awareness and 
support to the autism community.   Mary's official sponsor is 
Avena Originals, a company who provides superior, natural 
products to support and enhance health.

For booking information and inquiries, please 
contact Mary Tocco by:

Phone: 231.642.7984
Email: booking@marytocco.com

Or through our online booking portal at:

www.MaryTocco.com

The information contained within this presentation, MaryTocco.com and the lectures represented are for educational and informational 
purposes only, and is not intended to be a substitute for medical care and advice. Licensed health practitioners are available for this 
purpose. The information/products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.


